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Key Selling Points
Explore more than 30 weaving techniques and 15 step-by-step tutorials, perfect for crafting unique home décor
Circular weaving materials are readily available, affordable, and compact. Beginner weavers do not need a devoted craft space or expensive
looms to start creating beautiful circular weavings
Projects are marked beginner, intermediate, or advanced throughout the book to make it easy to learn something new, no matter the
reader's skill level.

Description
A comprehensive guide to more than 30 circular weaving techniques perfect for crafting unique and modern home décor.

Artist and educator Emily Nicolaides demonstrates the wonderful possibilities of contemporary circular weaving in this one-of-a-kind guide for
beginners and beyond!

Before jumping into the projects and patterns, Emily gives a thorough overview of the basics, including detailed instructions on how to select
materials and what tools you will need. She even includes instructions on fashioning and using DIY cardboard looms and shuttles.

The projects are broken down into two parts: functional circular home goods and decorative circular wall hangings. In the introductions for each
project, any necessary specifications like the number of warps or style of loom are noted.

Budding weavers have the option to either follow projects exactly as they are laid out or to put their own unique twist on the concepts presented
to craft something truly unique. Projects are marked beginner, intermediate, or advanced, making it easy for the everyone to progress through
the book as they become more familiar with circular weaving.

About the Author

Emily Nicolaides is an artist and educator who specializes in contemporary circular weaving. In 2019, she created the first and only virtual circular 
weaving course, The Year of Circles, and has since taught students how to weave decorative circular wall hangings. Emily lives in Limassol, 
Cyprus, and can be found on Instagram @emilynicolaides. Visit her website www.emilynicolaides.com
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